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1 pc. 2 pcs.

7 pcs.

M5/16" x 1-3/4"

Allen Head Bolt

5/16" Spring Washer
5mm Allen Wrench

Back Panel

1 pc.

The following steps must be performed to the Bridge, TV Console and Left and Right Piers before they are arranged and

connected together.

1: Bridge--Attach the Mounting Plates (O) to the top ends using the 3/4" long Allen Head Bolts (M), Spring Washers (K)

and Flat Washers (J). Tighten with the Allen Wrench (N). The Mounting Plates are only intended to help support the

Bridge while it is being connected to the Pier Cabinets, and must not be used as the only method of support.

2: TV Console--Assemble the Back Rail (C) to the top back using the 1-1/2" long Allen Head Bolts (L),

Spring Washers (K), Flat Washers (J). Tighten with the Allen Wrench (N).

3: Left and Right Piers--Using your Phillips Screwdriver, remove the

top panels from the top of the cabinets and lay the panels and

screws aside. Install the Pivot Blocks (E) to the back of the cabinets

using the 1-1/2" long Bolts (L), Spring Washers (K) and Flat Washers

(J). Using the Allen Wrench, tighten snug but not tight. These blocks

must be pivoted as the back panels are being installed.

4: Carefully move the TV Console to where it will be

used in the room.

5: Carefully move the Left and Right Pier Cabinets to be

snug to the ends of the TV Console. Using two people,

carefully place the Bridge onto and between the top of

the Pier Cabinets. It is advisable that one person

continue to support the Bridge while it is being

connected to the Pier Cabinets, using the Allen Head

Bolts (H), Spring Washers (G) and Flat Washers (F).

Tighten Bolts using the Allen Wrench (I).
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M1/4" x 1-1/2"

Allen Head Bolt

1/4" Spring Washer

4mm Allen Wrench

1 pc.

Back Rail

Center Rail

1 pc.

Pivot Block

2 pcs.

16 pcs.

M1/4" x 3/4"

 Allen Head Bolt

Mounting Plates

4 pcs.

6: Using your Phillips

screwdriver, reinstall

the Top Panels on the

Left and Right Pier

Cabinets.
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7. Turn the pivot blocks on

the back of the Piers to be

horizontal.

From the front, slide the

bottom back panel behind

the assembled units and

install it into the rail on

the back of the TV console.

Pivot block on back

of pier turned

horizontal

8. Pull the bottom back

panel against the back of

the piers and rotate the

pivoting blocks to hold it

in place.

From the front, install the

center rail onto the top

edge of the bottom wall

back panel.

Pivot block on back

of pier turned

vertical.

9. From the front, slide the

top back panel behind the

assembled units and

install it into the rail on

the back of the bridge.

Push it all the way to the

top so it bottoms out in

the groove.

Drop the top back panel

down into the groove on

the center rail.

This completes the

installation.



The lights in these cabinets are Light Emitting Diode (LED)

fixtures which have a normal life expectancy of several years

when used in a normal home environment.

Although the entire fixture set has been checked at the factory,

if the lights do fail to operate, the most common problem

preventing the lights from working is probably a loose

connection within the wiring. Verify the light is plugged into a

working electrical wall outlet and check that all wiring

connections are secure.

The 'bulb' or LED contained within the fixture is not a

replaceable part.

If the light will not operate after checking all electrical wiring

connections, contact Customer Service.
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The lights in both Piers are controlled by

a touch switch which connects to the top

hinge of the Left Hand Pier. The male

plug of the light mounted in the right

hand pier cabinet must be connected to

the female plug of the light in the left

hand pier
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Connects

to top hinge

Connects to

wall outlet
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